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Abstract 

 

For the purposes of developing a multi material 3D printer, hybrid to the Fused Filament 

Fabrication (FFF) and Direct Ink Writing (DIW) technologies, to mimic living tissues, the 3D 

printing of soft Thermoplastic Polyurethanes (TPU) by DIW is studied to reach a hardness scale 

so far not crossed with the filament technology. 

The creation of several pieces through CAD lets a pressurized syringe to be fixed to the printer’s 

head upon which is also mounted two UV lights to cure the liquid polymer, solidifying on the 

bed. The soft polyurethanes at the outcome must match their numerical model with the best 

accuracy since the objective of the main project QuirofAM is to create prototypes of organs to 

train surgeons to prepare their complex surgical operations. For this matter, the different 

printing parameters (pressure, extrusion speed, layer thickness or UV light power), specific to 

each sample, must be identified with precision. 

Finally, the successful printed TPUs are compared to homologous cast ones by Shore hardness 

trials and Warner-Bratzler cuttings, as well as organ tissues. The results are various. On the one 

hand, the printing method can give softer tissues than casting, and getting similar hardness to 

living tissues is achievable, though it is observed an increasing printing difficulty with softness. 

On the other hand, the Warner-Bratzler cutting is not conclusive and, at equal hardness, it 

requires much more force to cut a printed TPU than an organ tissue. Other tests such as 

Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA) should be conducted in the future to enhance the 

characterization of the soft polyurethanes.  
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Introduction 

 

Any surgical operation always involves a risk that is never zero. The frequency and severity of 

complications vary depending on the patient's state of health, the severity of the disease or 

injury, and many other factors. In most cases, the risks associated with surgical operations stem 

from a human factor: too few surgeons are qualified for the operation, the operations are too 

long for the practitioner's schedule, or poor compliance with hygiene standards, which is 

directly related to stress and lack of time (1).  

Making prototypes that mimic living tissue as faithfully as possible allows surgeons to prepare 

surgical operations with realistic equipment, thus reducing the surgical risk and the duration of 

operations. Additive manufacturing is a recent method of fabrication which cumulates many 

advantages such as the complexity of parts, a sufficient reason to use it to build those prototypes. 

Nonetheless, additive manufacturing also has its limits: For a material to be printable in 3D, it 

must meet a certain mechanical strength, thus limiting the hardness of the resulting part. And 

yet if one wants to imitate living tissue as faithfully as possible, one must go quite low on the 

hardness scale, because organ tissues are generally very soft. 

In the range of softness given by living tissues, there are mainly polymers that could mimic this 

property properly, including thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU) which are investigated in this 

report. In the current literature, polyurethanes are printed in 3D with the FFF (Fused Filament 

Fabrication), which does not allow to reach the targeted range of softness. The printing of TPU 

with Direct Ink Writing (DIW) (also known as Robocasting) however, could allow it to reach 

this range.  

This work explores the printing of TPU of different formulations with DIW, while seeking to 

obtain lower hardness. It is in line with the work carried out by the CIM UPC within the 

framework of the QuirofAM project which aims to combine additive manufacturing and 

surgical practice, which will be detailed in the objectives section. 

The first part of this thesis focuses on the objectives of this project, in particular the more global 

project QuirofAM financed by the Catalan government, including CIM UPC and other partner 

organizations. The second part is a literature review of additive manufacturing, its role in the 

biomedical sector and generalities about TPU. In the third part, the materials and methods that 

were used during the work are highlighted. The fourth part underlines the upstream tasks 

necessary for the successful implementation of the project such as CAD, and the fifth and last 

part presents the results and their interpretation. 
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I) Objectives 

 
This work is part of the QuirofAM project, aiming at further incorporating additive 

manufacturing in the medical field. In this approach, CIM UPC is currently developing 

materials that mimic more accurately the different living tissues of the human body, mainly in 

terms of mechanical properties, for surgical planning purposes. Indeed, some heavy operations 

can be very dangerous to practice for the patient and, being able to train on an accurate model 

of the tissue, can help reduce drastically the risk and the duration of the surgery. Moreover, it 

can also have an educational purpose for students in the medical field. 

Within this framework, the first step consists in the search for materials with properties 

mimicking those of the corresponding living tissue. In the same way that there are several 

tissues with their own set of properties, different materials can be associated with them, so there 

is not one material but a range of materials that can mimic living tissue. Overall, the mechanical 

properties result in a very low hardness, measurable on the Shore scale, as well as a visco-

elastic character, as is the case for skin for example. However, only 3D-printable materials are 

a concern of this project, and softness of a material is a limitation of its printability. Indeed, the 

softer a material is, the less mechanical resistance it has which increases the collapsing during 

the printing process. 

This study focuses on the case of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), so far printable with Fused 

Filament Fabrication, except that this technology is unable to give satisfactory softness results, 

its printability is thereby investigated with Robocasting technology. The aim is therefore to 

determine the optimal printing parameters (3D printer, precision tip, UV light) to print soft TPU 

as accurately as possible. 
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II) State-of-the-Art 
 

This part focuses firstly on the background of additive manufacturing, why and how it 

revolutionized the industrial sector because of its benefits, what are its defects in contrast and 

in what form it is usually found. Its different processes are reviewed, along with the materials 

adapted to each technology, and its applications in the health field. A vision of the scientifical 

progress through the literature is given. The biomedical field is very large and additive 

manufacturing can find numerous and various applications such as the development of medical 

implants, surgical instruments, or as the subject of this master thesis, surgical prototypes. 

Finally, the link with polyurethane “TPU” in question is made, that is also described chemically 

speaking, by its compounds, its polymerization, and its many industrial applications. It is a 

typical material that is printed in 3D, but the matter here is to study its association with another 

technology, for which it has never been mentioned in the literature. 

1) Additive Manufacturing 
a. Definition 

Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as “3D-printing”, is a fabrication process in which 

three-dimensional objects can be created by adding layer-upon-layer of matter (2) (3). First 

published with liquid polymeric materials in Japan in the early 80’s by Hideo Kodama, this 

technique has never ceased to be enriched until today where it keeps a major place in research, 

allowing now to print objects with any type of materials, from metal fusing to ceramic powders 

(4). 

As a revolutionary fabrication process, additive manufacturing finds many applications in the 

industry, such as in the medical field, in aerospace, and in automotive. It is thanks to its many 

advantages over traditional techniques that it finds applications in almost all sectors. 

b. Advantages over Traditional Fabrication Methods, and Limitations 

CNC machining (Computer Numerical Control) is the traditional manufacturing process used 

in the industry that uses a computer software to give orders accomplished by a machine. There 

is a wide variety of tools that can be used with this technology, allowing CNC machining a 

certain versatility. It is for instance possible to grind, cut, roughen, or file. The CNC era has put 

an end to manual machining even though it still requires an operator in front of the screens to 

control the machines (5). However, CNC machining is a subtractive process, which implies a 

loss of material except for recyclable ones. 

3D printing works in contrast to CNC, instead of removing excess material on a block to give 

it the desired shape, material is added layer by layer directly, giving it the desired shape right 

from the start, as can be seen on Figure 1. The first advantage of additive manufacturing is 

therefore to spend less material, there is no waste, at least for some technologies, as all the 

injected material is used in the final object. On the other hand, CNC machining retains the 

advantage of being faster (6). However, when compared to other traditional manufacturing 

processes, AM still benefits from the speed, as well as a reduced cost, a good quality and a 

modulable design and redesign (7). Attaran (7) summarized the advantages of AM over 

traditional methods according to their areas of application in Table 1. It mainly includes that 

the value of AM is that it saves material and energy, and therefore costs. 
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Figure 1: CNC Machining vs Additive Manufacturing 

Table 1: Advantages of AM over Traditional Manufacturing 

 

Yet 3D printing is far from being flawless, suffering from slowness, a small range of materials 

available and weaker parts (8). The important thing to highlight about the benefits of additive 

manufacturing is that it does not claim to be a substitute for other manufacturing methods, but 

has the potential to revolutionize many niche areas, thanks to its freedom of design (7). It should 

be seen as a complementary technology to existing technologies. Already today, we can find 
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machines coupling AM and CNC, allowing to combine the capacities of these two technologies 

to obtain for example a better product finish (8). 

c. Process 

Additive manufacturing is based on a succession of steps allowing to obtain a real object from 

a 3D model created by an operator on a computer. There count four steps: (9) 

• Creation of a numerical model 

• Conversion and data control 

• Preparation and manufacture 

• Completion / Post-processing 

 

i. Design with Computer or MRI 

Any piece that needs to be printed in 3D must be foremost designed through a numerical model 

that defines its geometry. There subsists many 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software 

intended to hold this role, such as CATIA or Solidworks that are two CAD software developed 

by Dassault Systèmes and widely spread in mechanical engineering. 

The starting point for 3D modelling is a two-dimensional sketch that forms the basis of the 

object. Then, through so-called extrusion operations, it is possible to apply a volume to this 

sketch, introducing a third dimension. Then thanks to a combination of tools depending on the 

software, it is possible to model the object as desired (10). 

In the context of reproducing an existing form, it is also possible to scan it from DICOM (Digital 

imaging and communications in medicine) thanks to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or 

Computer Tomography (CT) as used in the medical field for diagnosis. CT uses X-rays to get 

a scan via the difference of absorption of X-rays between the material and air, whereas MRI 

uses radio waves combined to a strong magnetic field which makes some nuclei to align, 

resulting in a scan. CT scan is much faster and therefore useful in case of hospital emergency 

and is mostly used for tissues, organs, and skeletal structure, but risks are the exposure to 

radiation and a potential reaction to the injection of iodine-based contrast. From its part MRI 

scan is better for soft tissue and gives a better resolution but is noisy and more expensive (11) 

(12). 

DICOM is the format in which medical images recorded by MRI or CT scan are compiled. It is 

a standard created in 1985 to facilitate the transmission of data between devices from different 

manufacturers. 

ii. Segmentation 

Files from MRI/CT scans or CAD software do not allow to print in 3D without undergoing a 

conversion to the STL format (Stereolithography). This type of file is independent from the 

CAD software and only describes the geometry of the part by means of finite element 

decomposition approximation with triangular-based elements. It is a question of compressing 

the original file removing data of no use such as the construction history of the part, its color, 

or its material (9). 
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iii. Pre-Processing and Slicer 

Before starting the process of printing, to set the printing parameters it is necessary to determine 

in which direction it must occur, depending on the orientation of the piece, and the distribution 

of the material on the platform. Some technologies can also need the use of supports, to prevent 

any collapsing during the process. Then, it takes to enter the different parameters such as the 

extrusion speed and the thickness of the layer. These must be studied beforehand depending on 

the material and its properties (9) (13). 

Once all the parameters are set and the part is positioned correctly with the possible supports, 

the printing process can begin, followed by the post-processing. 

iv. Post-Processing 

The objectives of post-processing are globally to ensure the finishes of the part. For any 

material, it mainly includes (9) (14): 

• Removing the supports if any 

• Exposing the part to a radiation to perfect the chemical reaction (post-polymerization) 

or improve the part’s resistance if needed (e.g. photosensitive resins with DLP 

technology) 

• Thermal treatment to relax the residual stresses (metals) 

• Removing excess powders 

• Permeation of porous parts 

• Densification 

• Improving the surface finish (due to staircase effect implied by the layer-by-layer 

adding) 

 

d. Materials 

At this time, a wide variety of materials find a place in AM, depending on the technique used. 

These materials can be plastics, metals, ceramics, paper, woods, waxes, or composites (14). It 

is still observed a prevalence of polymers, even though the interest in metals grows increasingly 

(9). In addition, there is a limit within the types of material since these must be available as 

liquid, powder or filament forms depending again on the technique for which they are expected 

to be manufactured, which is not the case of each. Table 2 summarizes the most used materials 

in AM (14). 

Table 2: List of the Main Materials Used in AM 

Metals Plastics Ceramics Organics 

Aluminium Acrilonitrile 

butadiene styrene 

(ABS) 

Alumina (Al2O3) Waxes 

Steel Polylactic acid 

(PLA) 

Mullite Cells 

Titanium Polyamide (PA) Zirconia Biogels 

Inconel Reinforced 

polyamide 

Silicon carbide  
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Cobalt-Chromium Polyether ether 

ketone (PEEK) 

Calcium phosphate  

Gold/Platinum Poly(methyl 

methacrylate) 

(PMMA) 

Silica  

Hastelloy Polycarbonate (PC) Plaster  

Copper Polyphenylsulfone 

(PSSF or PPSU) 

Graphite  

 Thermosetting epoxy 

resin 

Ceramic filled epoxy 

resins 

 

 Alumide   

 Polyetherimide (PEI)   

 

Additive manufacturing methods vary depending on the material and on the basic form of the 

material (liquid, solid, powder). There are 7 categories defined by the unified norm ISO/ASTM 

52900:2015 (15): 

• VAT photopolymerization: A light-sensitive resin is polymerized in a vat under the 

action of a light source, for example a laser, case in which the layer is created by 

scanning (known as stereolithography SL or SLA), or a UV light, case in which the 

polymerization occurs on the whole surface (9). This process uses polymers. The 

technology builds the part down from the top or bottom-up from a platform. 

• Material jetting: The principle is like 2D-printing, the material is jetted onto the surface 

layer by layer where it is progressively solidified, as for example by curing with UV 

light (15). It is suitable for light-sensitive resins and waxes (9). 

• Binder jetting: Very similar to material jetting, this technology uses a device to spread 

layers of material in powder form and another device that jets a liquid binder to the 

powder (14). It allows a wide range of materials, including metals (stainless steel), 

polymers (ABS, PA, PC) and ceramics (glass) (9) (15). 

• Material extrusion: The material is heated to its liquid state and then extruded through 

a die, its solidification is almost immediate. Among the different extrusion processes 

are Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), the most widespread process for thermoplastic 

materials (9), Robocasting or Direct Ink Writing (DIW) which is the process that will 

be used during this project. 

• Powder bed fusion: A thin layer of powder spread over a surface is melted under the 

action of a thermal energy (9). Depending on the material and the source of energy, it 

includes the following techniques (15): 

Table 3: Powder Bed Fusion Techniques with their Matching Materials (9) (15) 

Metals Plastics 

Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 

Electron Beam Melting (EBM) Multi Jet Fusion (MJF) 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM)  
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• Sheet lamination: It combines additive and subtractive manufacturing. Sheets of 

materials are cut using laser or ultrasonic, then piled and finally bound to form the 

product. Any materials with a sheet form can be used (9), most commonly A4 paper 

(15). 

• Directed energy deposition: Only suitable for metals, this process is very similar to 

material extrusion, using a multi-direction moveable nozzle which deposits the melted 

material on a surface where it cools and solidifies. The energy is brought by a laser, an 

electron beam, or a plasma arc (15) and requires a shield gas (9) such as N2 to prevent 

oxidation. 

 

2) The Need in the Medical Sector 

The many advantages of AM, such as freedom of design, mass customization, material savings 

and parts complexity, gives it a certain success and a growing interest in many sectors. The 

biomedical field has many applications and represents 11 % of the AM application areas 

according to a study by Wohlers Associates (16), visible on Figure 2. On the one hand, AM 

could simplify the creation of implantable medical devices (prostheses, stents) thanks to its ease 

of design. In addition, medical instruments could also be printed in 3D. On the other hand, the 

surgical sector is interested in mimicking living tissues in order to create prototypes of organs 

for surgical planning. The goal is to allow a better visualization of the area to be operated and 

to practice the operation before it takes place. Indeed, the anatomy of the human body involves 

great geometric complexity for which the freedom of design, unique to AM, is a real boon. 

 

Figure 2: Application Areas of AM according to Wohlers Associate (16) 

a. Medical Implants 

When a part of the human body is malfunctioning or damaged, it can sometimes be replaced by 

an implantable medical device. There are numerous and they can solve cardiac issues (stents), 

dental issues (implants), or even joint and bone problems (17).  
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The type of material can be of any sort (polymer, ceramic or metallic) according to the 

application, but on the conditions firstly that it is biocompatible, and secondly that its 

mechanical properties are sufficient to fill the specifications of the element it replaces. The 

question of biocompatibility must imperatively arise because the immune system often reacts 

with foreign bodies by an inflammatory or allergic response in order to expel them. In addition, 

the human body is an aggressive environment for many materials, so they must be able to resist 

this environment while preserving it (17). 

AM is explored for the manufacturing of implants since the mid-90s for many developments, 

such as improving their strength, their quality, lightening their weight and lowering their cost 

(18). Jamieson et al. conducted in 1995 an analysis showing AM helps saving time during the 

development phase of orthopedic products (19). As a result, considerable progress is observed 

from year to year. In 2002, a study by Gibson et al. revealed that AM implants are 3 to 5 times 

more resistant than those produced by traditional methods (20). Other studies conducted on the 

same subject are increasingly enabling AM to become more established and reveal better results 

in terms of speed, price, precision, lightness, and quality (18). 

b. Medical Instruments 

A medical instrument is defined as a tool used to examine or treat a patient, designed to be in 

contact with him or her, but to remain in the body, on the contrary of implants. 

A first approach of AM applied to medical instruments would consist of creating conventional 

tools identical to those already existing (21). They would therefore just benefit the advantages 

of AM that are already enounced previously. 

Another approach would consist in using AM to partially modify conventional tools to lead it 

to a more specific functionality. For instance, Rothenberg et al. (22) developed a reciprocating 

syringe allowing the medical staff to suck small parts of solid organs or fluids and maintain the 

vacuum without the need of assistance, thanks to a double lumen structure (21). 

In addition, the AM allows the creation of new designs impossible before, such as the 

DragonFlex, a laparoscopic grasper with 7 degrees of freedom that can be oriented by the 

surgeon inside the body (21). AM seems therefore to be a tool of great potential to explore and 

innovate more and more medical devices. 

c. Surgical Prototypes 

It is possible to use AM to create surgical planning prototypes, or phantoms. They are made to 

allow the medical team to plan and simulate as best as possible an operation. Many studies were 

conducted recently to mimic living tissue as accurately as possible to have high fidelity 

prototypes (23) (24) (25) (26). 

Mimicking the mechanical properties of real living tissue is an important challenge for surgical 

planning to make the simulation as accurate as possible, so the medical staff knows at best what 

to expect during the real operation. However, living tissues all have different properties 

depending on the organ, the muscle, and the health of the patient. It is necessary to adapt the 

material to the area targeted. There are different mechanical parameters to take into account 

when it comes to mimicking living tissue: density, hardness, elasticity, viscoelasticity and shear 
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modulus (23). Looking simply at these properties, there should be a huge number of available 

materials. 

Adams et al. (24) successfully reproduced a human kidney with 3D-printing and polymer 

molding combined, with high fidelity in terms of shape, inner structure, morphological details, 

and material properties. In the same way, Tan et al. (25) showed a composite hydrogel 

mimicking the interactions between surgical tools and tissues from brain, liver, and lung (but 

without phantoms). 

According to Bezek et al. (26), the main challenge is that most materials able to mimic 

accurately living tissues are not printable. As printability is added to the list of characteristics 

to be considered, it greatly reduces the range of choice.  

Bezek et al. (26) used material jetting technology and materials from Stratasys, Ltd to print 

heart models that behave similarly to human tissue according to surgeons. Puncture and tensile 

tests were conducted to demonstrate these results. 

Since 2018, the CIM UPC foundation takes part in the QuirofAM project, funded by the Catalan 

Government aiming at incorporating AM within surgical practice (27). One of the points 

concerns directly surgical planning models, a subject which CIM UPC research is scrutinizing 

since 2014, with notably the 3D-printing of tumor prototypes, a work in collaboration with the 

Hospital Sant Joan de Déu (28). As a more recent result, Tejo-Otero and co-authors (29) 

manufactured a planning prototype for a biliary tract rhabdomyosarcoma, a tumor located in 

the biliary tract. A mold in PLA was printed with FFF technology, and the model was cast with 

a 1 % wt agarose. The product shows a very low dimensional error, close mechanical properties 

and low cost. One of the barriers mentioned to directly print the model is the hardness. As a 

matter of fact, printing soft materials represents a challenge. 

3) Thermoplastic Polyurethane TPU 
a. Definition of a Polyurethane (PU) 

Polyurethane is a polymer of which the repeating unit is a urethane, also called carbamate 

function. However, urethane is an unsuitable designation since it refers most precisely to ethyl 

carbamate, and also esters derived from carbamic acid (30). 

 

Figure 3: Ethyl Carbamate (left) and Carbamic Acid (right) 

 

Generally speaking, urethane group is the result of the reaction between an alcohol (– OH) and 

an isocyanate (NCO). PUs also include other groups such as ethers, esters, ureas, and aromatic 

compounds. There are a multitude of compounds that can react to form polyurethane, giving it 

many possible shapes such as rigid, flexible, thermoplastic, binder, coating, adhesive, 

elastomer, and others. More commonly, polyurethane is found in the form of rigid foam (31). 
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b. Polymerization 

To allow the reaction to chain, it is necessary that both the isocyanate and polyol contain 

respectively two isocyanate groups (N=C=O) and two hydroxyl groups (–OH) (31). 

Properties of the polymer depends on the reagents from which it is derived. Extending the chain 

of the polyol allows to increase the flexibility, elasticity, and softness of the PU, whereas the 

amount of crosslinking modulates hardness and stiffness. Forming a 3D network leads to 

infinite molecular weights, this is the reason why a typical PU will not melt while heated (31). 

Additives can also modulate the properties of a PU and there are multitude of them, which 

further increases the spectrum of properties of PUs, as well as their possible applications (31). 

There are two main steps to obtain a PU (32): 

• The formation of a diisocyanate prepolymer by the mean of a polycondensation between 

a polyol and a diisocyanate. 

• Extension of the chain by adding polyol. 

 

Figure 4: Polymerization of PU 

c. Different PUs and their Applications 

i. Rigid and Flexible Foams 

Foams are the most common forms attributed to polyurethanes, and most widely rigid foams, 

that are used for insulation. 56 % of the energy use is due to heating and cooling in a typical 

U.S home (33), and rigid polymer foams show great results to lower energy consumption in 

commercial and residential buildings (31). They were proven to be effective for both thermal 

and acoustic insulation, when used in roof, walls, windows, doors, and air barrier sealants (33). 

Flexible foams on the other hand are conceived as cushion materials and find their applications 

in many products such as furniture, bedding, automotive interiors, carpet, and packaging (31) 

(33). 
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ii. Thermoplastics 

Thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU) exhibit a great range of properties, making them suitable 

for many uses in construction or automotive for instance. Generally, they are elastic, flexible 

and show good resistance to impact, abrasion, and weather constraints (31) (33). 

A TPU is a block copolymer formed of two sorts of segments: a soft and a hard one. The 

isocyanates mentioned above constitute when combined with short-chain diols the hard 

segment and depending on the nature of the isocyanate it can be aromatic or aliphatic. The soft 

segment is made with a polyether when the application implies a wet environment, or a 

polyester if the TPU needs to be oil-proof (35). 

iii. Others 

Polyurethanes can be found in many other uses such as coatings, adhesives, sealants, and 

elastomers (CASE), binders, ionomers (PUI), or waterborne dispersions (WPUD) (31) (33). 

4) AM of TPU 

Additive manufacturing of TPU is relatively new, Bates et al. (34) first printed honeycombs of 

TPU using FFF (Fused Filament Fabrication) technology. The material is selected there for its 

impact and abrasion resistances to create energy absorbing structures. The use of SLS 

technology is also discussed, possible but more expensive than FFF. 

Harris et al. (36) also used FFF technology to study the adhesion strength between soft TPU 

and ABS/ASA, aiming to further investigate the multi material possibilities of 3D printing. 

They found TPU can adhere to both ASA and ABS, which allow them to be printed together in 

a multi material 3D printer. According to this study, the adhesion strength was comparable to 

commercial adhesives. 

Very recently, Hossain et al. (37) printed for the first-time elastomeric polyurethane (EPU) 

using Digital Light Synthesis (DLS) technology, also called CLIP previously in this paper, i.e., 

the material is built and polymerized by an ultraviolet light. Paving the way to the printing of 

soft PU, their characterization tests showed great results of softness and viscoelastic behavior. 

So far, the AM of TPU with Robocasting or DIW technology has never been mention in the 

literature, which emphasizes the novelty of this project. 
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III) Materials and Methods 

This section details all the technical equipment that was employed as well as the conditions in 

which this work was done. All the experiments were conducted in the premises of CIM UPC in 

Barcelona, which also provided all the necessary material, and at the Escola d'Enginyeria 

Agroalimentària i de Biosistemes de Barcelona (EEABB) in Castelldefels. Working also on the 

QuirofAM project, the technological center LEITAT, based in Terrassa, manufactured all the 

different formulations of TPU, not detailed in this paper due to a conflict of interest with a PhD 

project of their own. Hence, the materials and methods specific to the fabrication of 

polyurethanes are not included in this TFM. It exclusively concerns the mechanical aspect of 

additive manufacturing and characterization of the printed parts. The objective of this section 

is to take into account the essential tools to produce the results of this project, detailed in another 

dedicated section, except for the very last part that is about a future perspective. 

1) Samples Preparation 

Samples were prepared by the partner LEITAT. The needs of the CIM UPC were adapted 

through regular discussions, such as the softness, tackiness and cutting. A total of 15 samples 

were provided in two sets. A first one including samples QuirofAM-1 to QuirofAM-7, then 

after the first analyses and determination of the best samples, a second set one month later 

containing samples 8 to 15. They were provided under two forms, one to print in a bottle that 

needed to be conserved at low temperatures and protected from light, to prevent from an early 

curing, visible on Figure 5, and one that was already cast in cylinder shapes, visible on Figure 

6.  

Later during the project, a third set was received only as bottle samples, the QuirofAM-17, 18 

and 19, also visible on Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Bottled Samples 
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Figure 6: Cast Samples - (a) First Set of Samples n° 1 to 7; (b) Second Set from n° 8 to 15; (c) Dimensions of a Cast Cylinder 

The samples contain a UV initiator, the action of the UV radiation causes crosslinking within 

the polymer. It is therefore necessary to cure the polymer during the formatting, i.e., during the 

printing. Cast samples are already cured, they are already solid and ready to perform mechanical 

tests whereas bottled samples are viscous liquids meant for the 3D printing. 

2) Generalities Concerning the Different TPUs 

These different samples of TPU exhibit different properties that are mainly due to the ratio of 

the soft and the hard phase, while there is no direct relation between the formulation and these 

final properties. As it is mentioned in the state-of-the-art, a TPU is formed of two types of 

segments, a hard block made with the association of a diisocyanate and a diol, and a soft block 

made of polyester or polyether. The softness property is related to the concentration of the soft 

phase within the polymer, increasing the soft segment will induce a softer and more elastic 

behavior, and vice versa. 

TPUs are all stabilized with only the UV initiator. It causes the polymer to react to UV lights 

by transforming the radiation energy into chemical energy, creating radicals, and initiating the 

polymerization and crosslinking between chains (38). 

3) The 3D-Printer 

Fibriscaffold is a 3D printer designed for DIW technology, its head carries an extruder and the 

nozzle, and the material is usually raised closed to its melting temperature. This method works 

for thermoplastic polyurethanes and is widespread for them. Parameters such as the extrusion 

speed and more are controlled with the computer connected to the printer with ethernet wire. 
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In this project, the raw material is a slurry-kind of prepolymer, a liquid TPU very viscous but 

uncured, which is injected through a pressurized syringe and cured by UV radiation at the outlet. 

Extrusion parameters are controlled manually with the adjuster for pression. This work 

concerns Robocasting or Direct Ink Writing (DIW) technology and needed beforehand the 

design and fabrication of several adaptor parts through the CAD software SolidWorks.  

 

Figure 7: Fibriscaffold (CIM UPC) with the Adapter Designed on SolidWorks and Printed in PLA 

4) The Syringe and Associated Parts 

Syringes as well as all associated parts such as precision tips are provided by Nordson 

Corporation, based in the United States of America (USA). The model of the syringe is 

Optimum Syringe Barrel Opaque Black 55cc (referred as part number 7012162) to block the 

light and protect the polymer (see Figure 8a) (39). 

A barrel piston is put inside the syringe to push all the material to the end of it while the pressure 

is applied to prevent air entrapment and reduce fluid shear. The Red SmoothFlow referred as 

part number 7012186 is adapted to the diameter of the syringe (see Figure 8b) (39). 

Two models of SmoothFlow Tapered Tips were used, the Olive Tapered Tip and the Pink 

Tapered Tip, both opaque for the same reason as previously (referred as parts number 7018049 

and 7005009).  This type of model is designed for viscous fluids such as TPU or silicones, and 

they differ in diameter, the olive model being 1,60 mm and the pink one being 0,58 mm (see 

Figure 8c) (39). 

Finally, the Blue Hose Adapter Assembly (referred as part number 7012338, see Figure 8d) was 

connected to the syringe to deliver air pressure during the printing process (39). 
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Figure 8: (a) Syringe; (b) Barrel Piston; (c) Tips 0.023'' (left) and 0.063'' (right) 

5) The UV Source 

The cited UV led spotlight source model is a Lightningcure LC-L1, from Hamamatsu based in 

Japan, with a standard type irradiation beam shape and an irradiation area of 3 mm ray. The led 

head unit is a L14310 model with a mounted condenser lens E11923-110, producing radiation 

with a wavelength of 365 nm (40). The important parameter implied by the UV source is the 

irradiance of the UV, that is the amount of energy that falls on a given surface, expressed in 

W/m² in the ISU but most commonly in mW/cm². The maximum irradiance this source can 

provide is 14000 mW/cm² at a distance of 10 mm from the lamp and at the center of the 

irradiation area. The irradiation distribution depending on the distance from the center and the 

distance from the lens is observable on Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9: Hamamatsu Lightningcure LC-L1 (left) and the Action of the Lights on a Polymer (right) 

Distance from the source varies the irradiance with an inverse square law: irradiance is inversely 

proportional to the square of the distance from the point source, as shown in Figure 11. The 

dosage of irradiance depends if the application involves fluorescence or curing. In this instance, 

UV radiations are set to cure the polyurethane, which generally needs much more irradiance 
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than fluorescence. A curing is a chemical process in which a material undergoes a physical 

change as a result of receiving a dosage of energy. 

 

Figure 10: Irradiance Distribution of a Standard Type Beam Shape 365 nm Wavelength with Ø3 mm Irradiation Area from 

Hamamatsu (40) 

 

Figure 11: Graph of Light Irradiance vs 1/distance² 

 

6) The Oven 

Thermal post-treatment was applied to each sample after its printing and after a bath in 

isopropyl alcohol, mainly to remove the tacky behavior, due to the presence of residual 

monomers at the surface of the material. For this purpose, a drying oven type from Memmert 

GmbH based in Germany was used, as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Memmert Oven Model for Drying 

7) The Shore Durometers 

Hardness is the main property of interest to mimic living tissue, often soft and viscoelastic, such 

as the skin. Shore hardness is typically measured for soft materials, with different scales: Shore 

A for the harder, 0, 00 and 000 for the softer. In this study, three durometers from Baxlo, based 

in Spain, with A, 00 and 000 scales were used to measure the softness of the samples of TPU 

provided by LEITAT. Durometers calibration can be checked using a supplied reference sample 

set at 60 for each of the different scales of hardness, as shown in Figure 13. 

Shore durometers from Baxlo are built according to DIN 53.505, ASTM D-2240 and UNE-EN 

ISO 868 standards, and used for soft materials such as rubbers, resins, and wax. There is no unit 

that refers to hardness, but a measuring range from 0 to 100, and the reading is accurate to 1 

shore unit (41). 

 

Figure 13:Shore  Durometers Baxlo with their Reference Measurements 
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The method to measure hardness consists in applying an indenter on the surface of interest and 

to measure the resistance of the material to this indenter. Figure 14 shows the scales of hardness 

for typical materials. Living tissues for their part usually have a very large spectrum of hardness, 

generally measured in the Shore 00 or oven 000 scale. For instance, the hardness of a liver is 

approximately 18 on the Shore 00 scale (see Table 14 section V.5.1). 

 

Figure 14: Shore Hardness Scale (42) 

8) Warner-Bratzler Cutting Machine 

The Warner-Bratzler type device is a cutting and shearing test machine originally geared for 

food such as meat products and vegetables, to measure their quality, in terms of tenderness 

especially, which is a proof of quality for meats. It is used as a texture analysis method for 

foodstuff. 

The device measures the force required to cut a piece, which makes it suitable for mechanical 

testing of other products such as TPU, since they are designed for preoperative surgical 

planning. Cutting tissues with medical tools, such as the scalpel, is very common in surgical 

operations, and the Warner-Bratzler machine enables a normalized cutting test essential for the 

comparison of results. 

Warner-Bratzler device contains a 1 mm thick V-shaped blade in stainless steel which goes 

down to slice the object placed on a tray, with a cutting radius of 0.5 mm. The maximum force 

delivered by the machine is 1 kN. The blade starts with a 35 mm downward movement and then 

repeat the distance in the opposite direction, at a speed of 1 mm/s. 

The cutting tests were conducted at EEABB UPC based in Castelldefels, under the supervision 

of Pr. Isabel Achaerandio. 
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Figure 15: Warner-Bratzler Machine with a Cast Sample of TPU to be Cut 

9) Other Systems for Future Tests 

Other characterization tools could have been used during this project to get more data about the 

properties of the TPUs, but as the material is not in possession of CIM UPC, these tests were 

not conducted. They are presented here for a future perspective. 

9.1. Viscometer 

The high viscosities of liquid polymers are the source of many issues and an important property 

to consider because it governs almost all the printing parameters that are studied in this work. 

A viscometer would have made it possible to characterize the raw material that is the liquid 

polymers, unfortunately such equipment can be found in laboratories, which CIM UPC does 

not have. 

The viscosity of a liquid is defined as its resistance to flow. There are many types of 

viscometers, the industrial ones use vibrations: the amplitude of the vibration varies with the 

viscosity of the fluid. Some viscometers use the fall of an object through the fluid to measure 

its viscosity. The most common viscometer is the Ostwald viscometer (Figure 16), has a U-

shape and consists in measuring the time Δt required to the fluid to travel from an upper point 

to a another below, in between is a bulb of known volume. Knowing the density ρ of the fluid 

and the constant associated to the viscometer and given by the constructor, the viscosity η is 

determined with the following relation (43): 

∆𝑡 =  
𝑘𝜂

𝜌
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Figure 16: Scheme of an Ostwald Viscometer (44) 

9.2. Dynamical Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

For further tissue characterization, it would have been possible to use DMA, a tool for 

measuring the viscoelasticity of materials. A viscoelastic behavior is a material property 

combining elastic and viscous properties when a material is subject to a deformation. In contrast 

with an elastic response that is almost instant, a viscoelastic response depends on the time. This 

is a typical property of living tissues that it would have been interesting to characterize during 

this project, but CIM UPC does not have a DMA instrument as observable in Figure 17 to 

perform such tests (45). 

 

Figure 17: DMA Instrument from TA Instruments (45) 
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IV) Upstream Tasks 

Before working concretely on the 3D printer Fibriscaffold, many tasks were accomplished such 

as CAD or anticipative UV tests. CIM UPC having a 3D printing platform, several parts were 

designed and printed on-site, using FFF, for the needs of the project. Not constituting 

experimental results strictly speaking, these are grouped together in this intermediate section. 

1) Computer Aided Design on SolidWorks 

The use of a very viscous slurry-kind polymer was risky to try in a progressive cavity pump 

extruder because it might get stuck inside, and such a tool is very hard to clean and expensive. 

Preliminary tests were conducted through a pressurized syringe (Figure 18) which needed an 

adaptor to be fixed on the 3D-printer’s head.  

 

Figure 18: STL File of the Nordson Syringe 

The adaptor must fit both the syringe dimensions and the head, using a set of four DIN912 

M4x20 screws to fix the adapter, these dimensions are the requirements of the mounted 

machine. It was designed with two contact points for the syringe, a hexagonal socket for the 

upper part, and a hole with the same dimensions as the lower part. A second part for tightening 

was made (Figure 19). Inserts are put into the holes to allow the screws to hold the charge 

because PLA has poor mechanical strength. 
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Figure 19: Adapter in Two Parts: - Holding the Syringe (left) - Tightening Part (right) 

In order to cure the TPU at the syringe outlet with a UV radiation, the UV lamps needed to be 

mounted 45 degrees to the syringe, which required the design of another adapter fitting the 

diameter of the syringe and carrying the UV lights focused on the outlet (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20: UV Adapter Female (left) and Male (right) 

Later during the project, it was decided to build a UV mask for the tip of the syringe, because 

the polymer would cure inside it causing a plug. The mask needs to protect the tip from the 

radiation without preventing the polymer from curing. Several versions were printed and tested 

(Figure 21). Only the last version was kept because the first one would hide too much radiation 

for the curing and the second one would not prevent the polymer from curing inside the tip. 

 

Figure 21: UV Masks Versions 1 to 3 from left to right 

The final result of the simulation assembly can be seen on Figure 22, with an idea of what the 

UV radiation shape looks like. 
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Figure 22: Assembly of all the Components to Simulate the Printing with the UV Radiation (left) vs All the On-Site Printed 

Parts with the Other Components described in Section III mounted on Fibriscaffold 3D-Printer 

 

2) Curing Tests on TPU 

Preliminary tests were conducted on the bottled polymers with the UV light to determine which 

irradiance was required to cure the TPU properly, i.e., it must not be under or over cured because 

it would impact the properties. It is mainly about qualitatively describing the state of the 

polymer after an exposition of 10 s under UV radiation at an approximate measured distance, 

and at a certain power rate, in order to predict what power will be required during 3D printing. 

The liquids are cast in a well plate made of cylinders with a diameter of 23 mm. 

The only parameters the operator can change on the Hamamatsu UV light is the power supplied, 

varying from 1 to 100 % of the capacity. The distance D between the source and the part, which 

also modifies the irradiance received on the sample. D is defined at approximate ranges, 

between 0 and 10 mm, between 10 and 15, then 15 to 20, 20 to 25, 25 to 30 mm and finally 

“approximately 50 mm”, and it was observed four outcomes for the curing also visible on Figure 

23: 

• Totally cured: The sample is completely solidified at any point. 

• Partially cured: The sample contains an uncured area, commonly on a side. 

• Only cured at the center: Common case when the area covered by the light is too small 

(implying the UV light is too close) and does not cure 100 % of the area of the cylinder. 

• Bottom uncured: Case when the exposure time is too short (implying the power is too 

weak since the exposition always lasts 10 s) and the solidification did not reach the 

bottom of the cylinder. 
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Figure 23: Scheme of the Different Situations Encountered During the Curing 

 

The height h of the piece is also measured, this parameter cannot be controlled precisely 

because it varies with the amount of material added in the box and the viscosity of the liquid 

polyurethane makes it difficult to manage. The power was tested at maximum capacity first, 

then at 75 %, 50 %, 25 %, and 10%. Results can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4: Qualitative Results of Preliminary Tests of the UV Light 
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In a fairly expected way, the curing decreases with the power, and due to the irradiance 

distribution earlier described, the closer the source is, the more chance there is for the sample 

to be cured only at the center. What is also noticeable is that at approximately 50 mm distance 

to the source, the polymer is almost systematically cured even for power rates where it is 

partially cured at other distances, which indicates that to be totally cured, it does not require a 

very high irradiance but rather a full exposure of the piece to the UV radiation. As we could see 

on Figure 10, the irradiance is significantly lower at further distances but also much more 

uniform regarding the distance to the center of the exposure’s area.  

This result is in line with the printing as the distance to the source is approximately 40 to 50 

mm, and the part is exposed to the radiation during the whole printing process, which can be 

very long. Putting a low power rate ensures therefore a proper curing and prevents an 

accelerated ageing of the part due to an overexposure to UV radiation. However, the movement 

of the nozzle was not considered in this part and will need to be investigated during the printing. 

It is also important to highlight that the transparency of the material helps to cure the initial 

layers. 

 

3) Determination of the Printing Parameters 

One of the main objectives of this project is to determine if soft TPU is printable with DIW, 

with a very variable set of samples that all have their own properties, the limit is that each 

sample must be submitted to different printing parameters depending on their mechanical 

behavior when they are not reticulated by UV radiation, i.e., their behavior inside the syringe 

and the tip. The printing parameters that will be discussed furthermore in the results and 

discussion are the following: 

3.1. Power Rate of the UV Light 

As seen previously, the power rate of the UV varies the irradiance received by the TPU which 

is an important factor of the curing process. The QuirofAM samples have a variable sensitivity 

to UVs and must be characterized. The curing tests described above gave a general idea of the 

range of power required during the printing. Considering the movement of the head is slow 

enough to keep the part enlightened during the process, an appropriate estimation of the range 

would be between 10 % to 40 % of the maximum capacity of the device. 

3.2. Pressure Applied in the Syringe 

The pressure applied inside the syringe rules the quantity of polymer at the outlet of the tip. It 

must be controlled according to the viscosity of the polymer. If the pressure is too high, a Barus 

effect is observed: the diameter of the polymer output is larger than the diameter of the precision 

tip. An estimated range of pressure for the less viscous liquids would not exceed 0,5 bar, and 

2,0 bars for the more viscous. 

3.3 Speed Rate 

The speed factor of the printer’s head can also be controlled. Usually, the slower the better, 

except when an over extrusion occurs, but this parameter must be adjusted with the extrusion 

rate, which is in our case the pressure as mentioned above. Additionally, it is important to notice 

that the speed rate must be lower at the beginning of the printing. The initial speed chosen in 
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each G-code is 400 mm/min, but with this slow extrusion rate implied by the viscosity of the 

polymers, it is usually set at 50 % at most, and even lower for very viscous materials. 

3.4. Tip Diameter 

The tip diameter can be important in case the matter is too thick to pass through a certain 

diameter. It is once again a question of viscosity. The 0.023 inches (0,58 mm) is used for the 

smoothest polymers, otherwise the 0.063 inches (1,60 mm) is preferred.  

3.5. Layer Thickness 

This parameter is controlled directly on the G-code of the file and corresponds to the movement 

in the Z-axis of the printer’s head between two different layers. G-code is the programming 

language used to give orders to a machine, in the context of 3D printing, the orders are 

movements of the printer’s head in each axis. In most cases, a layer of 0,35 mm works well. 

3.6. Time in Isopropyl Alcohol 

After the printing process follows a bath of isopropyl alcohol to remove any residual monomers. 

However too much time in isopropyl alcohol can also have a detrimental effect on the 

polymer. As per the manufacturer’s directions it should be around 10 minutes. 

3.7. Post-Curing Temperature and Time in the Oven 

The last part of the full process is a thermal treatment in the oven at a temperature between 60 

to 80 °C for a certain time. The aim is the annealing of the part, to eliminate any internal stress 

and to cover good mechanical and thermal properties. 
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V) Results and Discussion 

The different experimental results are grouped in the following manner: first of all, the cast 

samples are exposed, their hardness and their cutting results. Then the 3D printing results are 

shown, with on the one hand the determination of the printing parameters, which is the heart of 

the project, and on the other hand, the results of the characterization tests. Next, all those results 

are compared with the aim of identifying the differences between casting and 3D printing in 

order to get an idea of the viability of this type of process. Finally, they are also compared with 

similar tests with heart tissues, and the defects found during the work are emphasized. 

1) Cast Samples 

1.1. Shore Hardness 

Shore hardness of the cast samples sent by LEITAT were measured as shown on Figure 24 with 

respect to the method described in the previous part. There were three measurements per 

sample, the selected value being the mean between those three. The results are given in Tables 

5 and 6 (pictures in annex). 

 

Figure 24: Shore A Measure of QuirofAM-4  

Table 5: Shore Results of Samples 1 to 7 
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Table 6: Shore Results of Samples 8 to 15 

 

Shore 000 scale here is not consistent with the Figure 14 which indicates the TPUs are not soft 

enough for this scale. Regarding only Shore A and 00 scales, the softest polymers of the first 

set are QuirofAM-2, which also showed a yellowing, and QuirofAM-4, which was very sticky. 

Based on these results, LEITAT tried to improve the hardness for the second set, shown on 

Table 6, in which the best samples were QuirofAM-12, 13 and 15. The first two exhibit a score 

of 0 on the Shore A scale, but the tackiness was still a problem. QuirofAM-12 showed a 

gelatine-like behavior, as well as a memory shape behavior according to LEITAT, which was 

also observable on the printed sample. QuirofAM-13 also showed a yellowing. The yellowing 

noted on several samples is due to a browning acrylate in the formulation and does not concern 

ageing, again according to the furnisher. 

 

1.2. Warner-Bratzler Cutting Test 

Within the first set, samples QuirofAM-2, 4 and 7 were selected to undergo the cutting test with 

the Warner-Bratzler machine. Unfortunately, and despite their softness, every trial failed 

because the machine did not have enough force to cut them. The materials were still too stiff 

for this cutting test. An example of the cutting of QuirofAM-4 is shown in the Figure below 

(Figure 25), the test was interrupted at 566 N because the sample showed too much resistance. 

 

Figure 25: Cutting of Cast QuirofAM-12 
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Figure 26: Warner-Bratzler Cutting Test of Cast QuirofAM-4 

Concerning the second set, only one cylinder of QuirofAM-12 was tested and showed such a 

softness and visco-elastic behavior that the blade was not able to fully cut it. The input force as 

a function of the distance travelled by the blade is shown in Figure 27. The result of interest is 

the maximum force (544 N) on the curve: it is the required force to cut the sample. On this 

particular sample, since it was not cut this force is not representative, but it is still very close to 

the maximum capacity of the machine. For this reason, and because the cast QuirofAM-15 were 

not cylindrical shapes but rectangular shapes too thin to be tested, no further tests were driven 

on the cast samples, since this QuirofAM-12 is the softest cast material.  

 

 

Figure 27: Warner-Bratzler Cutting of Cast QuirofAM-12 
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2) Printed Samples 

First, it should be pointed that in the interest of time and efficiency, not all the samples were 

printed, but mainly those that already showed the best results on the cast samples. To simply 

determine the optimal printing parameters, they were printed as tubes such as observable on 

Figure 28. Then, only a G-code file of a full cylinder, with respect to the dimensions of the cast 

samples, was created to start printing parts that could also be tested with the durometers and the 

Warner-Bratzler machine. 

 

Figure 28: Printed Tube of Sample QuirofAM-6 

 

2.1. Printing Parameters 

The printing of tubes with samples QuirofAM-6, 7, 12, and 15, as well as a discussion with the 

LEITAT and experiments with the UV lighting, have allowed a general idea of the printing 

parameters to get an accurate piece according to the 3D model. However, once again, these 

parameters are highly dependent on the viscosity of the liquid TPU that is the raw material and 

are specific to each sample. 

The power rate of UV lamps should be set around 10 to 20 % and then adjusted. The pressure 

applied should not exceed 1 bar except for highly viscous materials. The speed rate should be 

set at 40 % or 50 %, it can even be lower at the beginning of the process. The first tip to try 

should be the 0,58 mm diameter, and if the material gets stuck inside it is necessary to change 

it for the bigger one. The layer thickness is controlled by the choose of a G-code, but it is 

possible to change the position of the nozzle with baby-stepping from 0,05 mm upward or 
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downward during the printing, hence it is possible to adjust it manually if the input layer 

thickness is wrong, in order to avoid interrupting the whole process at the first layer. Time in 

the isopropyl alcohol bath should be around 10 to 15 min, and 70 °C was chosen for the oven 

temperature without any time specification. 

Afterwards several G-code files were created to print full cylinders as mentioned above, with 

various layer thickness. It appeared the optimal layer thickness not to get defects is 0.35 mm, 

at least for QuirofAM-12 and 15. Parameters used are summarized in Tables 7, 8 and 9, also 

making visible the number of trials required to define the correct parameters. The idea is to 

change parameters one by one to study the impact of a parameter independently from the others. 

In a few cases more than one parameter can be changed at the same time if the influence it has 

is already known.  

 

Table 7: Printing Parameters of Printed Samples QuirofAM-12 and 15

  

The printing of a part can be very long, it mostly depends on the speed rate chosen and if the 

printing is a success or not. In average the process takes about an hour, without counting the 

time spent on initiating the printer. Here are shown individual outcomes on each sample, 

whether it was a success or not, and what their input parameters can teach. 

Q151: 

First cylinder shape part successfully printed, Q151 still showed defects in its form, i.e., a lack 

of accuracy. The shape indeed is not a perfect cylinder, the base is not a circle. This common 

defect is due to the layer thickness being too low and will be further detailed in a dedicated part. 

Another defect was the stickiness that was not solved by the post-treatment with isopropyl 

alcohol and heating. 

Q151 QuirofAM-15 15% 0,3 160 0,5842 0,30 70 17:00

Q152 QuirofAM-15 10% 0,9 160 0,5842 0,35 70 04:30

Q153 QuirofAM-15 10% 0,9 160 0,5842 0,35 70 4:00

Q154 QuirofAM-15 10% 1,1 160 0,5842 0,35 70 4:00

Q155 QuirofAM-15 10% 1,0 100 0,5842 0,35 70 2:30

Q121 QuirofAM-12 10% 0,9 160 0,5842 0,35 70 68:00

Q122 QuirofAM-12 15% 0,5 160 0,5842 0,35 failed failed

Q123 QuirofAM-12 15% 0,9 160 0,5842 0,35 70 66:00

Q124 QuirofAM-12 25% 1,0 160 0,5842 0,35 70 3:00

Q125 QuirofAM-12 35% 1,0 160 0,5842 0,35 70 3:00
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Figure 29: Printed Sample Q151 

Q152: 

Adjusting the layer thickness to 0.35 mm allowed it to get a perfect cylinder shape. 5 more 

minutes in isopropyl alcohol showed a better result in stickiness (meaning less), while less time 

in the oven did not allow to conclude anything yet. 

 

Figure 30: Printed Sample Q152 

Q153: 

The same parameters showed worst results in the shape which denotes a bit of an unpredictable 

behavior. The quantity of material was not sufficient for this sample whereas it was for the 

previous one, which is surprising because both the pressure and the speed factor are identical. 

 

Figure 31: Printed Sample Q153 

Q154: 
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Putting more pressure solved the lack of material and these parameters seem to be the optimal 

one for the QuirofAM-15 since the Q154 has a perfect shape. 

 

Figure 32: Printed Sample Q154 

Q155: 

Failed because there was no more material, but the aim was to investigate the impact of a speed 

change. This change still benefits a more precise shape. 

 

Figure 33: Printed Sample Q155 

Q121: 

The shape is not perfect due to the UV-curing that was not sufficient for this material. An 

elephant foot effect is noticeable because the dearth of curing is provoking a collapsing of the 

part on itself. Elephant foot is a common phenomenon in 3D printing when the curing of the 

first layer is not sufficient, provoking an accumulation of matter that cannot resist its own 

weight. The only way to solve this problem is to raise the UV power to get a proper curing. 
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Figure 34: Printed Sample Q121 

Q122: 

Failed for unknown reason because too many parameters were changed. 

Q123: 

Q123 shows the same defects as Q121, despite the raise of power rate, the curing was still not 

sufficient. 

 

Figure 35: Printed Sample Q123 

Q124 and Q125: 

These samples showed better results thanks to a better curing, but the elephant foot effect is still 

noticeable which means the power rate could be even higher. 

 

Figure 36: Printed Samples Q124 and Q125 
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Comments on the last set of samples QuirofAM-17, 18 and 19 

These three samples were received quite late in the project and showed a high viscosity never 

encountered before. Only the sample QuirofAM-19 could come out its container with a fairly 

slow flow, and its high viscosity was also a problem during printing, which is the reason why 

only 2 samples are considered viable for the hardness test and the cutting, but their shape is far 

from perfect, meaning that the ideal printing parameters were not found. 

Under the advice of partner LEITAT, samples QuirofAM-17 and 18 were pre-heated at 60 ºC 

to reduce the viscosity, which did not show a difference for sample QuirofAM-18 but allowed 

the QuirofAM-17 to be tested. However, after multiple unsuccessful tests, no valid results could 

be put forward. 

Figure 37 and Tables 8 and 9 below resume the parameters and the associated results. 

Nevertheless, it is observed an improvement of QuirofAM-17 with the use of an intermediate 

precision tip starting from sample Q17c. The sample Q17i showed a sufficient shape to be tested 

with Shore hardness and Warner-Bratzler cutting but did not have enough accuracy to validate 

its printing parameters. 

Table 8: Printing Parameters of Printed Samples QuirofAM-19 

 

 

Q191 QuirofAM-19 10% 2,0 160 1,6002 0,35 failed failed

Q192 QuirofAM-19 25% 2,0 160 1,6002 0,40 70 3:00

Q193 QuirofAM-19 1,6002

Q194 QuirofAM-19 40% 1,5 160 1,6002 0,40 70 3:00

Q195 QuirofAM-19 40% 2,0 100 1,6002 0,70 70 3:00

Q196 QuirofAM-19 40% 2,0 100 1,6002 0,60 70 3:00

Q197 QuirofAM-19 40% 2,0 80 1,6002 0,40

Q198 QuirofAM-19 40% 1,5 80 1,6002 0,60 70 2:00

Q199 QuirofAM-19 40% 1,3 80 1,6002 0,60 failed failedfailed
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Table 9: Printing Parameters of Printed Samples QuirofAM-17 

 

 

 
Figure 37: Few Results of Printing QuirofAM-17 

2.2. Printing Parameters Overview 

The numerous printing attempts witnessed above allowed to define the optimal parameters 

associated with each printed QuirofAM, condensed in Table 10. 

Q171 QuirofAM-17 40% 1,0 80 0,5842 0,35 70 3:30

Q172 QuirofAM-17 20% 1,5 80 0,5842 0,35 failed failed

Q173 QuirofAM-17 40% 2,0 160 0,5842 0,30 failed failed

Q174 QuirofAM-17 50% 2,5 120 0,5842 0,20 failed failed

Q175 QuirofAM-17 50% 2,0 120 1,6002 0,40 failed failed

Q176 QuirofAM-17 50% 0,5 120 1,6002 0,30 failed failed

Q177 QuirofAM-17 50% 0,3 160 1,6002 0,25 failed failed

Q178 QuirofAM-17 50% 0,3 160 1,6002 0,35 failed failed

Q179 QuirofAM-17 50% 1,5 160 0,5842 0,20 failed failed

Q17a QuirofAM-17 50% 2,0 160 0,5842 0,15 failed failed

Q17b QuirofAM-17 50% 2,0 160 0,5842 0,30 failed failed

Q17c QuirofAM-17 50% 1,0 160 1,1938 0,35 failed failed

Q17d QuirofAM-17 50% 1,0 160 1,1938 0,30 failed failed

Q17e QuirofAM-17 50% 0,5 160 1,1938 0,30 failed failed

Q17f QuirofAM-17 50% 0,8 160 1,1938 0,20 failed failed

Q17g QuirofAM-17 50% 0,6 160 1,1938 0,20 failed failed

Q17h QuirofAM-17 100% 1,0 160 1,1938 0,40 failed failed

Q17i QuirofAM-17 100% 1,5 160 1,1938 0,60 70 2:00
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Table 10: Optimal Parameters for QuirofAM-12 and 15 

 

QuirofAM-17 and 19 are not concerned because the accuracy of the shape obtain was not 

considered sufficient, however for a future perspective the change of a intermediate sized 

precision tip seemed to be a good track to follow at least for QuirofAM-17. 

2.3. Impact of the Printing Parameters 

2.3.1. Layer Thickness 

The layer thickness, determined in the G-code file, is a primary parameter to control the printing 

and the shape of the part. A false value of the layer thickness can lead to two different situations, 

being either too high or too low, that will both result in a geometrical defect. 

In the first case, if the layer thickness is too high, the precision tip position will have an offset 

at each step up in the Z-axis, that is to say at each new layer, which will cancel the adhesion 

between the new layer and the previous one. For instance, with a cylinder, each layer 

corresponds to a circle, but if the tip is printing in the air, the material cannot adhere to the circle 

below, and the new layer will be made of segments joined by the few adhesion points of the 

layers, as shown in Figure 38. The circular extrusion is not perpetuated, and it is obtained in a 

shape that does not correspond to the 3D model.  

 

Figure 38: Defect Caused by a High Layer Thickness 
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In the second case, when the layer thickness is too low, the step up in the Z-axis is not high 

enough to go beyond the last layer which means that the new layer will be printed within a 

layer. The precision tip gets to push all the material that was just printed during its movement 

and extrude a new layer inside an existing layer. This causes a surplus of material that grows 

with new layers, and therefore the failure of the printing. Being a material that is not fully cured, 

it can be carried away by the following layer. 

2.3.2. Power Rate of the UV 

Directly linked with the irradiance, the power rate has an impact on the curing of the polymer, 

and many cases of blocked tips because of cured polymer inside have been encountered, 

prompting a regular change of the tip and the necessity of designing a UV mask to protect the 

tip. As the UV radiations are also reflecting on the polymer and on the glass surface on which 

the parts are printed, the presence of the UV mask does not prevent a precise control of the 

power level of the UV lamps. The opposite case has also been encountered, when the UV power 

is not sufficient the curing is not neither, and this situation cannot be solved by a simple new 

cure as only the surface would be affected. 

2.3.3. Pressure and Speed Rate 

The pressure and the speed rate both have an influence on the quantity of material delivered, 

and this quantity can only be judged by eyes. A low pressure combined with a fast speed rate 

will result in a lack of material, which implies holes, bubbles, wrong geometry, and poor 

mechanical properties, whereas the opposite will lead to a swelling of the geometry due to the 

excess of material. It is necessary to observe during the printing if the layers and the filaments 

are in contact or not and to adapt the pressure and the speed in this way. 

 2.3.4. Tip Diameter 

The choose of the tip must be taken by the experimenter as a function of the viscosity of the 

polymer. If the diameter is too small the matter just gets stuck inside, and if it is too high the 

filament will be too big even with a small pressure, so the part will not be able to be printed in 

the end. 

 2.3.5. Thermal annealing 

The temperature and the duration of the post-treatment have an increasing influence on the 

shrinkage and the hardness of the final part. These parameters were not deeply studied, only the 

recommendations of the provider were followed and were a time of at least 2 hours at a 

temperature between 60 and 80 °C. 

2.4. Shore Hardness 

Due to samples that were received already cured inside their bottle, a lack of materials and time, 

and since the cutting tests of the first set of samples was not conclusive, only samples 

QuirofAM-12, 15, 17 and 19 were tested. Results are given in Tables 11 and 12 and 

measurements can be seen in Annex. 

Table 11: Shore Hardness of Printed Samples QuirofAM-12 and 15 
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These values are consistent enough, in the same way as for cast samples, the QuirofAM-12 is 

showing a lower softness. It is also noticeable a slight difference between (Q121, Q123) and 

(Q124, Q125). The last two of them are not measurable on the Shore 00 scale, meaning they 

are much softer than the two first ones, explainable by the overcuring of more than 60 hours 

that Q121 and Q123 went through. 

Table 12: Shore Hardness of Printed Samples QuirofAM-17 and 19 

 

These samples cannot be compared together but still exhibit a high softness. However, they are 

still harder than QuirofAM-12, therefore their difficulty of printing cannot be explained simply 

by their low hardness, but rather by their extraordinary high viscosity. 

2.5. Warner-Bratzler Cutting 

All QuirofAM-12 and 15 printed cylinders successfully underwent the Warner-Bratzler cutting 

as well as Q196, Q198 and Q17i. Sorted results are visible on the following figures. As a 

reference, the force needed to cut a lamb heart piece with a cylinder shape of 16 mm diameter 

and 8 mm height in average is between 15 to 20 N. This result will be confronted to the TPUs 

in a dedicated part below. The dimensions of the printed cylinders, shown in Table 13, are quite 

similar and therefore the comparison is appropriate. 

 

Samples Shore A Shore 00 Shore 000

Q196 7 46 83

Q198 11 59 83

Q17i 5 55 84
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Table 13: Dimensions of the Printed Cylinders 

 
 

 2.5.1. Printed Samples QuirofAM-12 

The cutting of printed cylinders requires less force than for the cast ones, not exceeding 391 N. 

The average maximum force value for this sample is 250 N, and the two samples with the lower 

hardness, Q124 and Q125, are also the easier to cut.  Samples Q121 and Q123 had the longest 

thermal cure (68 hrs and 66 hrs) which is consistent with their curves and their higher hardness 

since the thermal treatment makes the pieces tougher. One can also distinguish two successive 

peaks in the distribution of force, which could correspond to the two surfaces of the cylinder. 

That would significate the inside’s matter is less cured than the outside, meaning too much 

power of the UV rays. However, this observation is less visible on Q124 and Q125 and can 

therefore be interpreted again by the excessively long heat treatment of the first two specimens. 

Additionally, the similarities between each curve demonstrates a predictable behavior of all 

printed Q12 samples. 

   

Figure 39: Samples Q121, Q123 and Q124 Cut by the Warner-Bratzler Machine 
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Figure 40: Warner-Bratzler Results of Printed QuirofAM-12 

 

Figure 41: Mean and Standard Deviation of Printed QuirofAM-12 

 2.5.2. Printed Sample QuirofAM-15 

In the same idea, the behavior of all Q15 is very similar as observed with the shape of the 

curves. They show only one peak, that is the moment when the cut occurs. The values of 

forces are significantly higher, with an average value of 392,5 N (not visible on the graph 

because of the heights difference), due to the hardness of the material. 
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Figure 42: Cutting Steps of Printed Q154 

 

Figure 43: Warner-Bratzler Cutting of Printed QuirofAM-15 

 

Figure 44: Mean and Standard Deviation of Printed QuirofAM-15 
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 2.5.3. Others (QuirofAM-17 and 19) 

Results of printed QuirofAM-17 and 19 should not be representative of their behavior because 

of the few quantity of samples and the absence of valuable printing parameters. Nevertheless, 

it is still observed similarities between the two curves of Q196 and Q198, and a noticeably low 

force required to cut the printed Q17i. These tracks are simply open to further exploration of 

these two polyurethanes. 

 

Figure 45: Warner-Bratzler Cutting of Printed QuirofAM-19 

 

 

Figure 46: Mean and Standard Deviation of Printed QuirofAM-19 
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Figure 47: Warner-Bratzler Cutting of Printed QuirofAM-17 

 

3) Confrontation 

3.1. Shore Hardness 

Cast and printed samples have similar behavior in terms of hardness, except for few details but 

generally speaking the 3D printing process has a low influence on this property. 

3.1.1. QuirofAM-12 

Printed samples Q121 and Q123 have very close results to the cast sample, despite their physical 

defective aspect. However, printed samples Q124 and Q125 which have a better and more 

accurate shape also show a greater softness. 

3.1.2. QuirofAM-15 

Printed sample Q154 being the only viable sample with a controlled shape has similar hardness 

than its homologous cast sample. 

3.2. Warner-Bratzler Cutting 

Confrontation between cast and printed samples with the Warner-Bratzler cutting test is 

worthless due to the lack of information and the insufficiency of tests with cast TPU. There is 

only one cast polyurethane of QuirofAM-12 that could be tested, the outcome being that, as for 

the softness, the cutting seems to be easier with printed samples. The maximum force value is 

in average for the printed less than half the value of the cast sample. 

4) Limitations 

4.1. Stickiness 

The tacky behavior of the polyurethane is the main issue of this material and makes it very 

difficult to manipulate and conserve once manufactured since it will stick to any other surface 

with which it enters in contact. According to LEITAT, this behavior can be solved with the 
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isopropyl alcohol bath and the heat curing, however, if this post-treatment is indeed helpful, the 

tackiness is never fully removed. The sample that showed the greatest result in this manner is 

the Q6, one of the first printed tubes, but it does not have the desired softness. On the contrary, 

the sample Q12 has an extreme stickiness but the best softness property. These results suggest 

a correlation between softness and tackiness, which is also the opinion of some other people 

who print TPU on the engineering forum Eng-Tips.com (46) but this has yet to be proven. This 

could be done by measuring the friction coefficient between the TPU and the glass surface it is 

printed on for instance. 

4.2. Transparency 

Transparency is an important property for surgical prototypes as a question of visualization: the 

transparent part allows the practicing surgeon to visualize other organs, blood vessels, or 

tumors, which grant a better training tool. 

The printing and curing of layers each one after the other make them noticeable and lead to a 

loss of transparency, an important property for this application. Additionally, all the TPUs have 

different transparency, making a new criterion of selection. The addition of talcum powder to 

remove the sticky behavior is also an issue because the material loses even more its 

transparency. 

4.3. Shrinkage 

Measurements of diameter and height of printed samples Q121 and Q124 before and after the 

thermal treatment showed a shrinkage of almost 30 % in volume fraction of the part Q121 that 

stayed 68 hours in the oven at 70 °C, and 15 % for the part Q124 that stayed only 3 hours at the 

same temperature in the oven. 

This means that this parameter must also be taken into account before dimensioning the 3D 

model, which represents a big issue for a multi material 3D printer. A prototype manufactured 

with a multi material device cannot consider the shrinkage of one of its material and not the 

others, a thermal treatment could have different consequences on each material. 

5) Comparison with Living Tissues 

5.1. Shore Hardness 

The Shore hardness of several living tissues were measured by Dr. Fenollosa and A. Tejo-Otero 

(47) for the QuirofAM project needs. Six organs from a lamb were taken and measured 24 hours 

post-mortem.  

Table 14: Shore Hardness of Living Tissues 

Tissue Hardness Shore scale Mimicking TPU  

Liver (lamb) 18 OO QuirofAM-12 

Brain (lamb) 5 OO QuirofAM-12 
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Kidney (lamb) 32 OO QuirofAM-13 

Pancreas (lamb) 13 OO QuirofAM-12 

Spleen (lamb) 7 OO QuirofAM-12 

Heart (lamb) 43 OO QuirofAM-15 

 

By comparing these results with the measured hardness of the different polyurethanes, several 

samples can be associated with a given tissue. The softest material, QuirofAM-12, appears to 

be ideal for mimicking the softest tissues such as the brain or the liver. The QuirofAM-15 

sample could match the much harder tissue of the heart. Based on the cast only, sample 13 has 

similar values to kidney tissue but its printability is still unknown. Table 14 summarizes the 

hardness of the living tissues and their possible association with a QuirofAM TPU. 

5.2. Warner-Bratzler Cutting 

In contrast with the Shore hardness results, the Warner-Bratzler results of living tissues such as 

the heart are not matching with the printed TPU. The figures below correspond to the trial of 

several lamb hearts with the Warner-Bratzler, taken from another work at CIM UPC, and 

demonstrates a big difference of required force. Indeed, the force never exceeds 20 N, far below 

the force required to cut softer synthetic tissues of TPU such as the QuirofAM-12. 

 

Figure 48: Warner-Bratzler Cutting of Lamb Hearts (source: CIM UPC) 
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Figure 49: Mean and Standard Deviation of Lamb Hearts Cutting 

The extreme difference of values between the heart and the polyurethanes shows the cutting 

does not rely on the hardness of a material, and therefore if a material can mimic accurately a 

tissue in terms of hardness, other parameters must be considered to enhance the accuracy of 

mimicking. As the Warner-Bratzler test focuses on measuring food tenderness, it can be stated 

that the tested TPUs, although very soft, are lacking that property yet when compared to soft 

living tissues. Thus, for a practicing surgeon on a 3D model based with TPU, he/she would 

need to apply much more force and energy to cut the prototype than during the actual surgery, 

which emphasizes a defect in relation to the objectives of the project.  
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VI) Conclusions 

 

The 3D printing of soft TPU was made possible thanks to DIW technology with the aim to 

mimic living tissues in order to create models and prototypes of organs for preoperative surgery 

as accurately as possible. Two particular properties were studied during this implementation, 

Shore hardness and cutting. 

Hardness is an already well-known property and was the main point of interest of this project. 

Many TPUs could be described as having similar hardness than those of organs such as the liver 

or the heart. However, a finding, which was already known by the 3D printing of TPU with 

FFF technology, is that in general terms, the softer a material is, the harder it is to print it in 3D, 

representing a limit for this field. This can be felt by the great difficulty to find the suitable 

printing parameters for the softest samples. 

Cutting was characterized by an unusual test for which this master thesis contributed to 

introduce, the Warner-Bratzler, that more precisely measures the force required to cut anything. 

Ordinarily performed in the agro-food industry, this test constitutes a normalization tool of 

cutting, but did not reveal a significatively close outcome to living tissues. It was observed, 

though this cannot be a statement because of a lack of data, that at equivalent hardness, a soft 

TPU requires a greater force to be cut than a body tissue. 

The pooling of hardness and Warner-Bratzler results points out the necessity to multiply 

characterization tests of other natures in order to compare the tissues with more criteria. The 

knowledge of numerous other physical values such as those related to viscoelastic behavior, 

would certainly allow to understand how to mimic living tissues as best as possible. For 

instance, a DMA instrument would be ideal to characterize the viscoelastic behavior of the 

TPUs and the living tissues, giving a new parameter to add to the mimicking. Furthermore, as 

needle penetration is common in the surgical practice, it would also be interesting to 

characterize it on the TPUs. Ultimately, it should be considered in the future to study the 

possibility to eliminate the thermal annealing as a post-treatment because the shrinkage 

provoked is unrealistic for a multi material prototype, and to characterize the viscosity of the 

liquid polymers since it is a key factor for many printing parameters. 

From my personal point of view as a master student who never used a 3D-printer before, this 

project really caught my attention, and was an interesting way to discover the R&D sector, the 

medical field and additive manufacturing. The multidisciplinary nature of AM, combining 

computer science, mechanical engineering and materials engineering was beautiful to witness 

and very instructive. I was pleased to investigate the unknown track that was the DIW of TPU 

and, if the results are incomplete, I hope I would have opened the door to further analysis on 

the topic. From the top of the 19 samples on which my research is based, I cannot affirm that 

the prototypes of organs are a viable application of this material, but the exchanges and 

dialogues between CIM UPC and LEITAT have brought each time valuable results, and by 

continuing in this direction, perhaps a formulation will suit perfectly the criteria of the desired 

application for the Robocasting of TPU. 
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Annex 
 

Printing Progress 

 

 

Figure 50: Printing of the First and Second Layers of a Full Cylinder 

 

Figure 51: Result of Many Successful Layers 
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Shore Hardness of Every Sample 

 

Figure 52 : Cast QuirofAM-1 

 

Figure 53 : Cast QuirofAM-2 

 

Figure 54 : Cast QuirofAM-3 

 

Figure 55 : Cast QuirofAM-4 
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Figure 56 : Cast QuirofAM-5 

 

Figure 57 : Cast QuirofAM-6 

 

Figure 58 : Cast QuirofAM-7 

 

Figure 59 : Cast QuirofAM-8 
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Figure 60 : Cast QuirofAM-9 

 

Figure 61 : Cast QuirofAM-10 

 

Figure 62 : Cast QuirofAM-11 

 

Figure 63 : Cast QuirofAM-12 
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Figure 64 : Cast QuirofAM-13 

 

Figure 65 : Cast QuirofAM-14 

 

Figure 66 : Cast QuirofAM-15 

 

Figure 67 : Printed QuirofAM-12, Sample Q121 
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Figure 68 : Printed QuirofAM-12, Sample Q123 

 

Figure 69 : Printed QuirofAM-12, Sample Q124 

 

Figure 70 : Printed QuirofAM-12, Sample Q125 

 

Figure 71 : Printed QuirofAM-15, Sample Q151 
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Figure 72 : Printed QuirofAM-15, Sample Q152 

 

Figure 73 : Printed QuirofAM-15, Sample Q153 

 

Figure 74 : Printed QuirofAM-15, Sample Q154 

 

Figure 75 : Printed QuirofAM-19, Sample Q196 
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Figure 76 : Printed QuirofAM-19, Sample Q198 

 

 

Figure 77 : Printed QuirofAM-17, Sample Q17i 

Warner-Bratzler Tests 

    

Figure 78: Cuttings of Q121, Q123, Q124 and Q125 
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Figure 79: Cuttings of Q151, Q152, Q153 and Q154 

 

    

Figure 80: Cuttings of Cast QuirofAM-12, Q17i, Q196 and Q198 

 


